[Transgenerational transmission of radiation induced genomic instability].
Stability of genome is one of the evolutionary important trait of cells. Various mutations (gene, chromosomal, genomic) as well as artificial manipulations with genomes (inbreeding, DNA transfection, introduction of Br-DU in DNA) cause the genetic instability. Ionizing radiation is known as the factor which induced instability of genome in late mitotic descendants of cells after in vitro and in vivo exposure. Radiation induced genetic instability can be transmitted through germline cells. On the cell level both types of radiation induced genomic instability are manifested in elevated frequency of mutations, chromosome aberrations, micronuclei, increased radiosensitivity, disappearance of adaptive response, changes in gene expression. In studies of 1970-1980 years clear evidences on the different morphological and functional injuries in tissues of irradiated organisms as well as in tissues of the progeny of exposed parents were obtained. On the organism level the instability of mitotic and of meiotic progeny of irradiated cells is resulted in increased risk of cancer and of other somatic diseases. It seems to be useful to review the earlier radiobiology literature where delayed and transgenerational effects of ionizing radiation on tissues and on organisms level were clearly shown in animals. For the estimation of pathogenic role of radiation induced genomic instability in humans, particularly in children of exposed parents the parallel study of the same human cohorts using clinical parameters and various characteristic of genomic instability seems to be very important.